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VVc a>iiüiil<T iin •S7./(3)(. (â / '(l)iv model for llie clvclruweak inlvrarlions wliirli

iiicluilo» additional heavy rh.irgrd l«'|>toii.s. These leptoas li ave uol strong constraints

on llieir masüfs since they tlu not rouplu in the same way as the lightest leptuus lu

lhe uciilral-i'iirrtnils and also because new contributions lu lhe inuon g — 2 factor arc

already supprvsM-d because uf Llit; niiussive new vector bosun prcsenl in this model.
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Uetenlly, il was pointed out tlial models with .S7'(3), « .V/'(3)/. O í'(l)/v symine-

Iry have interesting features and could he possible extensions of tin1 Standard Model

for the interactions of quarks and leptons [1 3].

In order to make the model anomaly free, two of the three |uark generations

transform identically and one gnu-ration, it does not matter which, transforms in a

different representation of SU(1\)L(ÔIJ(1)N but similar to the lepton representations.

One can easily check that all gauge anomalies cancel in this theory. Although each

generation is anomalous this type of construct ion is only anomaly fur*: when the

number of generations is divisible l>y It. Tims .'I generations is singled out as the

simplest non-trivial anomaly free .S7/(3)c 05 SIJ(l\)i. W U(\)N model.

Here we will consider a model which has the same quark sector as the model

considered in Kef. |l] hut with a different leplouic sector. Let us start by deliuing the

charge operator as

Q N, (0

tlie A's being tlie usual (Jell Mann matrices of 57 / (3 ) and A' is the / ' ( l ) ,v charge.

The l<|>lunic sector includes beside the usual charged leptoriü and their respective

neutrino», charged heavy leptons ami transform us triplet» ( 3 , 0 ) under >/ ' (• ' ) / O

~(3,U), (2)

where a — 1,2,3 is the family index and we have to introduce right-handed singlets for

t'~lt and E'*H. The primed lields are symmetry eigenstatcs. Tin- leplou number of the

new charged leptons are the same a.s those of « + , / i + , r + and we have not introduced

right handed neutrinos.



In order to generate leploii masses, we introduce the following Iliggs triplets p

ami \:

(3,1); (3)

The third lliggs triplet »/ ~ (3,U) which is needed in the quark sector would give a

mass to the neutrinos if we have introduced right-handed neutrinos transforming as

singlets under .S'l/(3)|, W f/(l)/v- Here we will not consider in detail the gauge sector

since it is the same of Kef. [1]. Let us just remember that there are three charged

vector IIOSOIIS W + , V + , / / + + and two neutral ones 7, and Z'.

The Yukawa interactions in the leplouic sector is

In particular the mass term is

(5)

where u (w) is the vacuum expectation value (VKV) of the p° (\u). We can diagoualize

the matrices in Kq. (5) defining

'- _ //'• - '- _ / /" -
'<li. — « ab'bl.y tali — t'afce6/l>

the tinpriineil lields are nwss figen.stales which will be denoted by e ,fi',T~ and

f,1+, A/ + ,7I+ . Notice that the masses of the new leptons are proportional to the VEV,

(te), which is in control of the SU(',i) symmetry and could hu very heavy.

Next, l<t m consider lhe current-vector boson interactions which are read off from



r, * »:'M)/-. (7)

where H (L) denotes any light-haiidrd singlet (leii-han<le<l triplet).

The electric charge is defined as

with t = tan tf = g/g'. In terms of the weak mixing angle 0w <leliued as I / cos Ow =

r, we can write down

.. sin^tfiv

1 - 4 sin2 Ow

The charged current interactions in terms of the mass eigenstales are

U f c W ' ; - ) + //•«••., (10)

where we have defined uai = V^v[i- The gauge boson V/+ and i/~" t have a mass

greater than \ TeV [1].

In this model there is also an additional neutral vector boson, ZK\ with a mass

greater than 40 TeV [lj. The neutral currents have the form

coupled to the Z°, and

( Dii|)lc<l to the Z"', where / denotes any fcrmion.

Explicitly one has

«/(fa) = 72, ««(".)



fur neutrinos,

fur tIK- lightest charged fermiotis, ami

for llit; heavy charged leploiis, with x = sml0\v.

Notice that tht' heavy leplous l?u have |>ure vtttor current iiileractious witli the

/ " neutral .̂111̂ 1- IJ4)SOII l-'ruiii tin* K«|s. (i:i) (I!)) wi> MX- llial llit: CAM tm-ctianisiti is

Thi* charged Iliggs l>osun iiileractiun l.agrangian is

CY, - - ~Ki.ra

" + He. (16)

Tin- heavy charged Irptons in this imnlcl du nut Inlung lu any of the fuur ly|>e» of

heavy lr|H(iiis n.-iiially coii.sidered in I lie lilrrature: i) sec|iienlial li'|>t<»lis, ii) piuale|>

Ions, iii) orlholepLoiiN, or iv) long-lived peiietralilig particles, hence I lie experimental

limits already existing {1] d«> not apply directly to lliein.

I'or example, sear< !irs for new leptims in i + t~ colliders» hav«* been done, but with

the heavy leploiis l>eiug assumed («xipled to the Za in the same way as ordinary lep-

tons. These heavy sequential charged and neutral leploiis have been excluded ex<ept
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if both masses are larger than 12.8 CeV |.r»]. In the present model lhe new charged

leptons have couplings to the neutral vector bosons (/i°,/**) which are dilfereiil from

those of the lightest leptons as can be see from Kqs. (15).

Decays as / i + —• t* vtvm are forhiden but those as A.'+ —» e~t*t+ are allowed

since they proceed via the doubly charged vector IH>SOII, I1**, present in this model.

There are also decay modes among the exotic leptous themselves as M* —» l''*vcVp,

assuming tin > '"M > ">fc-

Search for these charged leptons could IK; made in colliding-beam experiments

e+e~ —» L* L~, pair pholoproduction ^ + Z —• L* L~Z" and in neutrino experiments

v + Z - * / < + Z' where /,* denote /•;*, M* or 7 * |(i).

Decays as £ * —» vt + hadrons imply hadrons involving exotic quarks, with charge

Next, we consider sonic possihle constraints on the new lepton.s of this model.

The partial decay width for the Z" to decay into massless fermious is [l]

where V = iij, + a'H and A' = «'L — II'/{ with the «';,«), defined in Kqs. (13) (15).

I'or I<*|>IOIIM C —I. In this limit of massless fermions that we are considering for

lhe sake of simplicity, the «onliihtilioii to the width of each new charged leplon is

\\Z -* lMr) ~ 0.07 CeV. Here the numerical values assumed are A// ~ UI.I7

(ieV and s 'JZ VS.'LS. This means a coiiLiil>iilion of order it ().():(% wlii<h is .smaller

than lhe QCI) correction (~ 0.3%) [I). Of course, COIUM lions to Kq. (17) f»»r massive

fermioiis [7] must he taken into account hut we sec from this rough calculation that

there is no conflict with the experimental data since the neutral-current couplings of

the new charged leptons are suppressed in relation to lliose of I lie IISIIHI fern lions.

On the other hand, there are contribution» to union i; — 2 via transitions like



fi' * M*/' --»/i~. As this i|iuuitily lias Ixvn measured very accurately |S| it can

!•«• iiMtl to u- l̂ii» I lln- range of tlu* parameters in a given model for the eleclroweak

iuteia»lions |il|. (ieneral expressions vali*I for an arbitrary gauge model have been

given in Kef. |lüj, from which it is easy to verify that the contributions in this model

ton,. = * ( y - 2 ) are

if "i,. < tut. *& Mu, where «" is the usual second order weak contributions. Hence,

these contribui ions are negligible even when irtf. ~ A// /2.

TIUT«' artr also contributions to the union y — 2 due tu charged scalars as

ft" ~» \~u,f»~y -* fi~ ami n~ —* \""A/ + ,/» A/+ - • fi~. In this case a factor

(»i|./fMn)(A/iV/«'iJ) «tp|xars, whrre ^ is any charged scalar. These contributions are

alst* negligible if m^ >̂ inw, as is the case, since the charged scalars have masses

l>iii|u>rlioiial to w ~ H'leV which is the VMV that induce the lirsl symmetry break-

••'Kill-

Anyway, the scalar contributions could be negligible l>wause the ft — </> coupling

is small. Tlirn- «oulilUObnlso a «iiiicellalion bflweiru both coiilril>ulions Ironi «barged

vector and scalar bosons |l I). Hence lhe union y — 2 is not so restrictive on the heavy

h-pioii and «barged s< alar masse*. The contributions to electron >j — 2 are smaller

than those to the union for factors m€fm,, or »*jf/»n*. Hence, il is possible that

i"t:,'"M,>i>l < i"zi'2, >"/ being lhe mass of the Z°.
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